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Villingen-Schwenningen, 06.05.2020: 

Safe return to the office
How a luminaire can help companies in times of Covid-19

Many things are still far from certain, but one thing is not: Covid-19 is going to be keeping us occupied for some time to come. So how can we shape our working day to be safe – even when we are not working from home? Waldmann and the start-up LIZ, which belongs to the same group of companies, have developed a solution: the YARA luminaire with LTX sensor control and LTX software offers a range of helpful options.

Control numbers of staff
YARA luminaires with LTX sensor control enable senior staff to determine how many members of staff are to have access to an office, a floor, or an individually defined area. Setting limits allows staff to observe social distancing. To achieve this, all staff use the LTX Finder booking software to book a workplace. Senior staff determine how many workplaces may be occupied in a particular area. Only staff who have booked an available place can come to the office. Reception use LTX Admin to check bookings. Having fewer members of staff in the same area also automatically reduces the viral load. 

Checking the air quality
The luminaire with LTX uses a special sensor to measure the air quality. It recognizes volatile organic compounds in the air and checks the air quality. The values are displayed in LT Admin, limits can be set and an alert sent when they are exceeded. The Staff Response System uses icons to tell staff on the luminaire when it is time to air the room. Fresh air is the easiest way to reduce a possible viral load.


Assigning staff to groups
Customer request: only giving the same groups of staff access to the office prevents the risk of groups infecting each other. Should one member of staff in a group fall ill, then only that group needs to be quarantined. Different working groups can be defined using LTX Admin and assigned specific working days. LTX Finder will only allow bookings on the days assigned to staff in a particular group.

And so LTX plays its part in making daily life in the office happen again.


Captions
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B1_ Load limit: senior staff can use YARA luminaires with LTX to determine how many members of staff may enter a particular area and still observe social distancing.
B2_ Air quality: the luminaire tells staff when it is time to air the room. Limits are set and monitored in the Admin tool. This reduces a possible viral load.

Waldmann – Engineers of Light
Anyone based in the Black Forest must shine very brightly indeed. Today, the fourth generation of the Waldmann family develops lighting solutions that provide people with the optimum support whatever they are doing, whether in the office, on machinery, in industrial workplaces or working in healthcare. The "Engineers of Light" are constantly re-thinking light. For over ten years, Waldmann's biodynamic luminaires (Human Centric Lighting) have been providing people who spend a lot of time working indoors with the positive effects of natural light. With its digital solutions, the lighting experts are able to get the most out of the floor space and the company's staff, or provide more safety in healthcare.

LIZ Smart Office GmbH
The start-up, established in Berlin in 2019, is revolutionizing everyday office life with data-based software solutions. Founded through cooperation as a Joint Venture between the Black Forest lighting pioneer Waldmann and the Company Builder BRIDGEMAKER, LIZ pursues the vision of “Creating the best version of your office”. The product portfolio includes smart luminaires as well as workplace consulting, "LTX Admin "and the LTX Finder app for booking office workspace.
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